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GSA Pledges Child Care Support ·
Despite Trimmed Funding Budget
Robert Rumson

,,'

.

Graduate Student Association
finance committee members
pledged Saturday to continue
support of the University of New
Mexico Child Care Co-op at
current funding levels.
However, finance committee
members said most of the other
funding requests considered at the
meeting must be trimmed to fit a
fixed GSA budget possibly
decreased by cost overruns on the
GSA word processor.
All three of the committee
.members said they would
recommend approval of the $8000
requested by the Child Care Co-op.
"We want to show the University
that our commitment to child care
is as strong as ever," committee
member Dolph Barnhouse said.
''Especially now when the Co-op is
going to be moved, we want the
University to realize that we're
concerned with the location.''
The UNM administration, which
houses the student-funded childcare center, plans to move the Coop from Mesa Vista Hall this spring

~

to make waY for the Student committee member Bob VonPentz
said,
Services Building.
Speaking before the committee,
Committee members said most
Co-op director George O'Neil said organizational budgets would be
that continuing funding at the cut to their 1981~82 levels. "We
present $8000 level would be a only have so much money and
''symbolic" act which would everybody always wants more,"
prevent the administration from Barnhouse said.
After that, committee members
taking over the Co-op.
"If we don't have 100-percent said funds for secretaries' salaries,
student support, we're going to typewriters and organizational
have vending-machine child care," parties would be trimmed.
"I would like to see the GSA
O'Neil said. "The .old people
(administrators) don't know how to fund things that help grad students
do this."
continued on p:age 3
ln two weeks the finance committee is to send the GSA Council
recommendations on how to cut
$54,418 in budget requests down to
about $30,000, the number committee members project will be
available for outside organizations
next year.
Committee members said they
will not be sure how much to cut
until an audit is performed unA hearing on former University
covering how much money the GSA of New Mexico assistant basketball
has lost on the GSA Word coach Manny Goldstein's motion
Processor Department. Estimates for a new trial was re-scheduled
of the Word Processor deficit this Monday for March 8.
year range from $2000 to $14,000,
A spokesman in District Judge
John Brennan's court said one of
the attorneys involved in the case
was unable to attend the scheduled
hearing and a postponement
request was granted.
Goldstein was convicted in late
August 1981 of one count of fraud
climbed to the top. They also like to and one count of filing a false travel
tell abou! the days before the voucher. The ·charges stemmed
tourists stopped coming, when from a trip Goldstein took to New
gringos with their day-glo orange. York City.
The jury found Goldstein inbackpacks, so out of place in this
country where even the people are nocent of fraud and false. travel
the color of the soil, could be seen voucher charges for a $124 airline
making slow, steady progress up ticket to Hobbs and for $194 he
billed UNM during a recruiting trip
the western trail.
Today, one of those rare clear to Texas.
Goldstein's former boss, ex·
.days, another activity can be seen
taking place on the slopes of Santa UNM basketball coach Norm
Maria. Instead of orange back- Ellenberger, was convicted last
packs, there is a stream of soldiers, summer on similar charges - 21
an occasional fire, and the sound of counts of filing false travel
automatic machine-guns. Santa vouchers. Ellenberger was placed
Maria has become a favorite hiding on one year's unsupervised
places for the indigenous guerrila probation.
Following his conviction,
forces because it provides an excellent vantage point and its steep Goldstein was ordered to make
..sides make it inaccesable to the restitution to the state of $1368 and
-"
continued on page 3 to serve 18 months in the state
prison. The prison.. term was
suspended, however, on the
condition that Goldstein spend the
same amount of time on probation.
Former assistant basketball
coach John Whisenant was tried
later and found innocent of similar
charges involving travel vouchers.
Crossfire, Civil Liberties Today,
Whisenant's attorney introduced
The Judiciary and Vietnam, Free a secret UNM audit during the trial
Speech:
Responsible Com- showing that such suspect practices
munication Under Law and The were not restricted to the basketball
Price of Depend_ency: Civil program.
.
Liberties in the Welfare State.
It is believed that Goldstein's
The lecture, in Bratton Hall, will motion for a new trial hinges on the
be free and open to the public.
same secret audit.

Goldstein Trial
May Hinge on
Secret Audit

Militaristic Life Dominates
Observations 'of Guatemala
Joe Cavaretta
New Mexico Daily Lobo Assistant
Photography Editor Joe Cavaretta
studied for three months in
Guatemala, during the summer of
1981. This begins a four-part series
of his observations during his stay.
Fictitious names are used.
From Quetzaltenango on one of
those rare days when the low clouds
aren't clinging to the mountains
that form the narrow valley that
this Guatemalan city covers like
bouganvilla vine, one can look out
to the east and see one of the
southernmost active volcanos in the
Sierra Madre chain.
The steep sides of Volcan Santa
Maria look insurmountable, but the
natives like to boast about having

First Amendment Confusion
Covered in Memorial lecture
University
of
Wisconsin
President Robert O'Neil will give
the annual John Field Simms
Memorial Lecture at the University
of New Mexico School of Law
thursday at 8 p.m.
O'Neil, who has been president
of the Wisconsin system sinee 1980,
will discuss "Some Second
Thoughts on the First Amend•
ment/'
professor of law at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
O'Neil is a. specialist in con•
stitutional and administrative law.
He is a former vice president of
the universities of Cincinatti and
Indiana. He has also tau~ht law at
the University of California,
Berkeley; State University of New
York, Buffalo; Indiana UniVersity;
and the University ofCincinnatti.
O'Neil has authored numerous
books including Classrooms in the

x-
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Restoration of Carlisle Gym continues Mondey. The building

W.ts constructed In 1!128 .tt the colt ofl8f,966, &eld Ven Dorn
Hoolcer, universitY architect•.Re1to111tion of tl• building will
cost $1$/,865 lind Is schedlillld for t:omplfiltlon July 1, Hooker
said.

Friday lmt Day To Drop
Fdday is the last day to withdraw from classes without dean
approval.
After Friday, if a student Is granted permission from ahe dean of
his college, a grade of W/P or W/F will be assigned, W/P is a
passing grade at the time of withdrawal and WIF isa faDing grade.
W/F is calculated In the student's grade IJOintllverage.
Permission will be granted only to those students who demonstrate 11 hardship case involving circumstances beyond their control.
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contin.14ed from psge ~
army's jeeps and other heavy
equipment.
Quetzaltenango, or Xelajuj, as it
is known to the Indians in their
language - a language used by the
Mayans and still spoken by over
half of all Guatemalans, has always
been the cultural <tnd geographic
center for the Quiche Indians.
Xelajuj means the city of the ten
wise men and it once served as the
capital for the ten. neighboring
tribes collectively known as the
Quiche.
Despite the heavy presence of
Guatemalan military, Quetzaltenango remains one of the
princip<tl cities, if not the principal
city in the movement to oust the
military government of General
Fernando Romero Lucas, The

Congressional Leaders Propose 1983 Budget Alternatives
WASHINGTON
Senate
Republican leader Howard Baker
suggested Monday the possibility of
imposing a temporary suHax on
income that sources close to Baker
said would Yirtual!)• eliminate the
impact of President Reagan's tax
.CUt.

On the other side of the Capiro!,
House Democrat leader Jim Wright
oi Texas proposed a budget

alternative intended tO lower in- Reagan's bud!>et must under£o
terest rates through tax incemhes, major changes including a cut -in
and also change Reagan's inc:ome military spending and some form or
ta~ cut program and reduce hh re\·enue-raising tax measures.
military spending plans.
Rep. James Jones, D-Okla., and
Both suggestions represent an Sen. Pete Dominici, R-S .M., told
e.xtensiYe search for ways to reduce the
Sational
Governors
the $91.5 billion deficit projected in Association the budget as v.Titten
Reagan's budget for fiscal 1983,
has "no reasonable chance" for
The chairmen oi the House and pa.ssage intact in either bodr.
Senate Budget Committees agree¢
Budget Dire,:tor Da\id Stockman

Blast in Iran Takes 15 Lives, Wounds 55
TEHRAN - A powerful bomb Supreme Coun chief Abdolkarim headquaners - told CPl the blast
exploded outside a Tehran anny !>.Iousa1 i-Ardebili, obviously was a killed 15 people. and wounded S5
barracks Monday, killing at least 15 response ;o reports. of the &2-year- others. lt was the bloodiest. sinele
people and wounding 55 others on otd leader's illness.
incident reported in Tehran thls
year.
1he same day !.hat Ayarollah
On Feb. 13, Khomeini canceled
Ruhollah Khomeini emerged from
The powerful explosh·e was
~u~ll; engagements for 15 days and
over a week in s~Jusion to dispel
placed in a garbage LrUck parked
"'as not e~pected to speak until this
rumors he is dying.
Samrdey. Khomeini sounded faint "for se\Ceral months'' outside the
"The one that you say is very sid.: dt!!ring an O!terwise d~r broad· barracks, the radio ,said.
The explosion left a 3-yard hole,
and. ·~ill die SOQn is still here," o:ast~
broke the windows of houses in an
Khomeini said in a S.minure, tapeTne lslamic Republic News area 500 yards av;ay, damaged 23
r~o.rded spe~h broadcast onr Agen~y. !RNA. said the homb that
Tehran Radio. The remark ap- exploded mnside the Vali-e ;ill cars and a number of houses, the
parently was aimed at Iranian exiles army barrack; in east Tehran killed radio said.
No oppo~ition group claimed
.,.,hoclaim Khomeini is dying.
or ;;oundee scores of peop!e. in·
responsibility for the bombing, the
The broadcast, taped earlier in duding several school children.
worst incident of violence since last
Quoting sta~e tele..dsion, a year's wave of assassinations of
the day at a meeting v.ith Presidem
Sayed Ali Khamanei, Parliamem spokesman for Tehran's c~mral clergymen when about 2000
..:htef se~udty dissidents ....-ere executed.
Speaker Hashemi Rafsanjani and committee -

Can You Believe!
A creative
engineering
career with
the Southern
California
IEEE
Company
of the
Year

tt

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, the largest
municipal utility in the nation, has challenging career opportunities for
ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, CIVIL and SANITARY engineering
graduates.
Help us to design and construct the 3,000 megawatt, coal-fueled
Intermountain Power Project in Utah or its :t: 500 kilovolt, direct-current
transmission system.
Or maybe you prefer working with alternative energy resources,
monitoring air and water quality or helping to mitigate community
impacts.
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power offers very
competitive salaries and benefits with the opportunity for three-day
weekends.
We invite you to join us and become part of an engineering team
working on the forefront of energy technology. Our engineers will be
interviewing selected engineering majors on your campus soon.
Contact your Career Planning and Placement Office for an appoint·
ment now or write to:
Engineering Recruitment Officer
Los Ang. ele.s D. epa.rtment. of Water and Power
P.O. Box 111 - Room 503
Los Angeles; CA 90051
An AA/EEO Employer

warned Monday the deficit would
sweU to between. Sl29 billion and
Si62 billion if Congress does not go
along \\ ith spending cuts and other
saYings.
"The..<e deficits are large, too
large, but they are managable,"
Stockman said. ReBllan has vowed
not to compromise with Congress
on his propo;ed defeiL<e spending
plans or on t~e three-year, 25
perten! !a.~ cut program enacted
last year.
Baker mentioned during a
morning meeting with The
Washingron Post's editorial board
that one possible option to reduce
the administration's projected
budget deficit of S91.5 billion in
1983 would be a temporary sur-tax
on income,
Sources close to Baker said later
!he option might in''oh·e a one-year
sur·la"< of 5 percent to I0 percent on
gros.; personal income, with the
reYenue generated from such a tax
to be earmarked for military
spending.
They stressed it so far is merely
an option to. be considered, and not
a formal proposal from Baker.
Reagan's program calls for a 10
percent income ta'( cut to take
effect in Julr 1982, and another 10
percent cut to take effect the

following year. The first reduction
of 5 percent took effect last Oct, 1.
The sur·tax option would reduce
Reagan's projected deficit while
leaving the impression the president
had not backed away from his tax
cut program, said sources close to
Baker .
Dne called the proposal "very
much a trial balloon" that might
"get shot down by nightfall."
But Stockman, testifying in a
House Way.1 and Means Committee
hearing, said such a plan is a
"new" and "creative" idea that
needs further study, What worries
him, he said, is that it could set a
precedent for earmarking taxes for
certain areas of the budget in the
future.
Wright announced at a news
conference his proposal to spend
$12 billion less than the $215 billion
Reagan proposed for defense,
reducing this year's 10 percent tax
cut to 5 percent and eliminating the
third reduction next year.
His plan to bring down interest
rates would involve two incentives:
a tax of 80 percent on income from
interest above 15 percent on any
loan, and an exemption on tax
resulting from the first 3 percent of
any loan with terms lower than .10
percent.

-GSA--continued from psg& 1
get in school and stay in school,"
Barnhouse said.
The GSA collects its $75,000
annual budget from the $11
graduate student fee. This year
$43,925 of that money went into the
internal budget which includes
office salaries and student reseach.
The external budget, which funds
graduate student organizations,
received $31 ,650.
Another budget-trimming
proposal was to discontinue
funding for KUNM and bulk
subscription monies for the New

States' Governors Reject
New Federalism Plan
WASHISGTO>!- The nation's
go,·ernors, h~mngfora showdo11m
-,it.b President R=an. o;-er his New
Federa;Jsm ~ler, ~(om:!ay rejected
hls prcpcsal tha! tlle Sta:es take
o1;er the rost of iood ;-.amps and
most welfare programs.
The governors a=pted his offer
that Washington assume the full
burden oi !>.ledicaid costs, but said
in return they would take over
unspecified federal programs of an
equal cost and only after they find
O"Ul the actual Medicaid saVings.
The governors estimated the
states could save $31 billion in fiscal
1984 by turriing Medicaid over to
Washington, and would be willing
to use the money to "take over
some negotiated set of federal
programs," according to their
compromise proposal.
Republican go,·ernors hoped to
win approval of something closer to
the ReBllan plan, but in a desire for
a bipartisan approach on the issue,
most went alon2 with the
Democrats' proposal It was approved 36·5 in a closed session.
The go\'emors then headed to the
Whiie House to present the
compromise to Reagan. After
getting his reaction, they planned to
draft final langUage that ''ill be
debated and voted on at the last
session of their winter meeting
Tuesday.
The governors broke with much
of Reagan's outline because they

Mexico Daily Lobo,
"They're going to survive
whether we fund them or not,"
Barnhouse Sl!id. "A lot of other
organizations can't exist without
GSA funds."
Out of a $340,000 budget, the
Daily Lobo received a subscription
payment of $3000 from the GSA
this year. KUNM got $2000 out of
$132,000 from GSA this year.
Barnhouse said he would also
like to see KUNM funds cut to
protest the disbanding of the
Student Radio Board by the UNM
Board of Regents last spring.

question his pledge there will be
"no winners and no losers" in the
state· federal swap and are worried
they will be seriously hurt by his
proposed $10 billion cut in state aid
in the 1983 fiscal year.
"! think the White House will
come back with their own
proposal," said Gov. William
Clements of Texas, a Republicmi
who opposed the compromise, "I
don't think the proposal, as sUCh,
that was moved on this morning
was the last say."
Democratic Gov. Bob Graham of
Florida. a supporter of the compromise, said he is opposed to
states accepting food stamps and
welfare because of the differing
burden these progrnms put on
different states.
"Those programs ilnlt have a
clear national responsibility, such
as welfare programs, ought to be
federalized - with the states acccptilig rcsponsiblity for programs
like transportation, intrastate law
enforcement and most. of the
educational rcsponsibiliiics," he
said.
Opposing the governors' plan
were Republicans Clements, Lee
Dreyfus of Wisconsin, Pierre
DuPont of Delaware. Charles
Thone of Nebraska and David
Treen of Louisiana - all of whom
have
generally
advocated
something closer to the Reagan
approach.

"I'd like to have the GSA make a
statement that it does not approve
of the way the administration
handled the takeover of KUNM,"
Barnhouse said.
To increase revenues, committee
members discussed having UNM
medical students pay GSA fees.
Presently, UNM School of
Medicine students have access to
GSA programs but do not pay GSA
fees.
Committee members considered
asking that medical students be
restricted from graduate school
discounts on Cultural Series tickets
and Child Care Co-op rates, and
that the Daily Lobo not be
delivered to the medical school.
VonPentz said he wants to see
medical students cut from GSA
programs "wherever we can."
"We want to give them the
· message, 'You've got to join to
derive benefits,'" he said.
The budget will go before the
GSA Council March 27 and then
must be approved by the graduate
students in the April GSA eleetion.

Stnnt Team Pilot Killed
In Second Such Crash
EL CENTRO, Calif. - A pilot
in. the Navy's Blue Angels precision
flying tealll was killed Monday in
the crash of his A4 Skyhawk jet in
the southeastern California desert.
It was the second fatal crash this
year involving military stunt pilots.
The Navy said the crash occurred
as the pilot was on training
maneuvers from the Blue Angels'
winter camp at the Naval Air
Station west of El Centro.
The dead pilot was identified as
Lt. Cmdr. Stu Powrie, 34, who was
born in Miami, Okla., raised in

lip
8C•11lee

Akron, Ohio, and graduated in
1970 from Annapolis.
It was not imitlediately known
what tYPe of maneuver Powrie was
performing in his jet when it
slammed into the Imperial Valley
desert near the Salton Sea about
·7:SOa.m, PST,
"The cause of the accident is
under investigation," said Navy Lt.
Cmdr. Bob Young, chief of Naval
Education and Training Public
Affairs at the Naval Air Station at
Pensacola.

A tounterforct to Mllltlitilll alif ~loltft<t -Rabbi Michael Robinson· from temple l_sraet In
Ctoibri-on-Hudson 1 New Vettk, will be spea'kina on
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Summer Sessions
In Mexico, Spain
Offered for Credit
Carlos M. Morllles

Guatemalan government chooses to
import soldiers from the northern
coast to serve in the. highlands and
vice-versa. The northerners are of a
different race and are the
traditional enemies of the Quiche.
The north, for the most part, is
yet unexplored and unexploited and
its nati.ves make excellent soldiers.
Until recently, the northerners
haven't borne grudges against the
government, are loyal, and are
accustomed to the rough Jaw of the
north where guns and machetes
make most decisions,
In
the
highlands,
army
recruitment techniques are not at all
like what North Americans are used
to. Witnesses have compared
recruit days to cattle roundups.
Army trucks appear suddenly,
+andomly, in the plazas of the small
villages and any young man who
appears fit is loaded into a truck.
Resistors are loaded into separate
trucks and usually their bodies turn
up several days later in other parts
of the country. In the small villages
there is a noticeable lack Of young
men, most of whom are in hiding
somewhere or have fled to the cities
where a larger measure of
anonymity protects them.
The most common phrase a
visitor hears in Guatemala is that
the walls have ears. The most
obvious thing one notes is fear. It is
fear that is much like the fear one
finds in a hospital ward for victims
of a terminal illness. Just as the
newer patients in the hospital deny
they have a disease, many
Guatemalans deny that they're
heading for war. It is a frightening
prospect. The patients in the other
beds in the ward, Nicaragua and El
Salvador, have already been
diagnosed. But there's always the
hope that Doctor Uncle Sam might
find a cure in time, or perhaps that
God might bring on a blissful
remission of the illness.

The University of New Mexico is
sponsoring .summer sessions in
Spain and Mexico in cooperation
with the Office of International
Programs and Services.
A maximum of six hours of
undergraduate or graduate credit
may be earned. Tuition for six
hours is $180 for undergraduates
and $191 for graduates in both
sessions.
There is no extra charge to
.residents of other states.
The academic director for the
session in Guadalajara, Mexico, is
Professor Donald Tailby of the
economics department. Tailby said
students who have gone to Mexico
in the past have experienced
"cultural shock."
"People get tense in a foreign
country and do not know how to
buy a bus ticket or purchase food in
an open market. We are so use to
our culture in the United States that
going to another country can be
quite a shock," Tailbysaid.
The OIPS suggests a maximum
of $900 is needed to cover tuition
and accommodations in Mexico
and $2000 for the Almeria, Spain,
session. The cost of personal items,
airport taxes, textbooks and in•
surance is not included in this
estimate.
Clark Coiahan, associate director
at the OIPS, said some partial
scholarships are available to New
Mexico residents for the Spain
session.
There will be an orientation
meeting on both sessions on
Wednesday at 7:30 _p.m. in the
lniernational Center, !!lOS Las
LomasNE.
More information is available at
OIPS, 277-4032.

JoeCavarc:lta

Members of the Guatemalan Nations/ Guard march through the
strests of auetzoltnengo.
The problems in Guatemala are
by no means new ones. Revolution
has reared its ugly head there
several times before. Indeed, leftist

forces insist that what is occurring
now is merely the end of a long
process that started at the beginning
of this century.

Some Second Thoughts
on the
First Amendment

A John Field Simms Memorial Lecture by

ROBERT M. O'NEIL
President

The University of Wisconsin System

"Dllildlng a People's tounl~trorce to Miliiarlsm and
VIolence" tuesday 81 7!jO p.m. at the: UNM Law
School; fl 11 Sia:ntotd NE, in room 2406.
Pft'.!lldtntll. s~hollin Chib- Mectinil Wednesday
at 7 a.rn. tn the Honors Center. COffee and
doughnuts will he served to ca~e You Into the nll)t·
nlng~
.
_ __
_

Gily tnd Lt,bl•n Sttnltnl Union ....... Meeting
WednrMiay for eledl6n!i lif 7:30 tl.in.
·sub •;n(utalnnu:nt - SttadCnl Talcllt Show,

iI

residents of this city suffer through
about 10 terrorist acts weekly, Th~
University of San Carlos located
there has been the llashpoint for
many a near-revolution in recent
years.
On the Cuarta Calle, Calle
Rodolfo Robles, that follows the
length of the valley from downtown, winding its way up to the new
marketplace and the bus station,
sits the military base that used to
serve as a train depot. The words
"Base Militar" stand ten feet high
on its facade and light up the night
sky. Those unfortunate enough to
live ne01rby are awakened daily to
strains of the national anthem and
the sound of over 1000 men
counting out calesthentics at 6 a.m.
An hour later, traffic along the
Cuarta Calle is stopped and the
Ford two-ton diesel transport
trucks purr to life. The soldiers
pour out of the building in full
combat regalia: helments, jungle
boots, camoulflaged uniforms,
bullet.proof vests, and the
ubiquitous M-16 rifle.
In Quetzaltenango it is impossible to walk for more than four
blocks without coming across a
soldier with a rifle guarding one
thing or another. The trucks, each
with a machine-gun pod mounted
to its bed, whine into the street in
an unbroken stream, out into the
streets of Xelajuj across the valley
that is the city and up into the
mountains.
The military presence in Quiche
is obtrusil'c and resented. The

Thursday, February 25, 1982,8:00 p.m.
The University of New Mexico School of Law
1117 Stanford, N.E. Albuquerque, New Mexico

Wednesday Ai noon in ttu~ SUB tounge, Admtsslm\15
trct,
UNM ballrOom D•n~e .- Meelin(l Wednesday at S

Presented by the UNM School of Law

tii:Jsltilrs fn the SUB.

For more Information contact: The UIIIM School of Law, 217.2146

Nlitlonl Chlt1no lleallh Or~:anlziltlon ..-. Meeting
Wcdncsdny M 1 p.m. at.l8tS Romli NE.
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Graduate Student Searches for New Language

Forum

Richard L. Drinon Jr.

Commentary by Robert Sanchez

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Education Would Aid
In Traffic Violations
For years, bicyclists have had problems with uncaring motorists.
For years, motorists have had problems with ignorant bicyclists.
And for years, the police have appeared ignorant oft he problem.
About four months &go, a nine-month program to educate the increasing number of bicyclists and motorists about laws concerning
bicycles on the roads was started. The program has been successful to
some extent, but. problems between motorists, bicyclists and the police
still exist.
There are still bicyclists who violate basic traffic laws, such as riding on
the wrong side of the street or running stop signs or stop lights. And
motorists also violate basic traffic laws, like passing too close to bicyclists
or turning in front of them,
And none of this improves motorist/bicyclist relations. Sometimes,
motorists or bicyclists will go out of their way to demonstrate domination
on the road. Sometimes people get hurt. That is not the way.

Letters

Intramurals Dismays Idaho Native
Editor:
I was invited recently by a close friend to observe
an intramural basketball contest. Instead of
basketball, I found a complete mockery of the game I
have played and loved since grammar school.
Departing Idaho to come to this city to attend this
University in the fall, I was told, "You're going tq..
Albuquerque, New Mexico that's a great
basketball town, you'll love it there." I experienced a
cold shock upon entering Johnson Gymnasium.

The Greater Albuquerque Bicycling Advisory Committee has the right
idea. The answer is education. If motorists understand how to treat
bicyclists and bicyclists understand basic traffic laws, relations should
improve. The police should also play a basic role in enforcement and
education since most policemen, from public observation, do not fully
What is so completely wrong with UNM's incomprehend basic traffic laws concerning bicyclists either.
tramural basketball? Mostly everything. To begin
with, the officials are young students who are paid
The following are selections from statutes concerning bicycling:
minimum wage to do the job, ani:t that's just how
(J Operators of bicycles have the same rights as operators of
automobiles in the use of streets, highways and roadways within the City they do it - minimally. They seem to have no
of Albuquerque, except as otherwise specifically provided herein. comprehension of the game, or how it is played.
Have any of thern ever read a rulebook? ~ Not likely.
Subsection 16.5/A
Better yet, do they know what one looks like 7 0 Any person' operating a bicycle shall obey the instructions of official
Doubtfully so.
traffic control signals, signs and other control devices applicable to
Decisions came 15 to 20 seconds after the in·
vehicles ... Subsection 16.6/A
fraction on nearly all occasions, as if the "referee"
[J No person shall ride or operate a bicycle within a bicycle lane in any
could not make up his mind whether to call it or not.
direction except that permitted of vehicular traffic traveling on the sarne Imaginary rules, from some rulebook in never-never
side of the roadway . . . Subsection 16.9
land were implemented on many occasions. One
CJ Every bicyclist upon a roadway shall ride as near to the right side of
player was chastised for fouling another (his first
the roadway as practicable. Subsection .16. 14/A
foul), subsequently, he had to leave the game and
0 Every bicyclist, in compliance with Paragraph A (above) of this
another player came in to replace him. Anyone who
subsection, may maintain his position on the right side of the roadway has even watched one basketball game knows this
against a vehicle coming up behind him which is without room to pass in rule does not exist - not in China, not on the moon
the same lane. Subsection 16.14/B
- nowhere. On another occasion, a man in the
0 Persons riding bicycle~.in a business districtofthecJtyshal! ri~e.in.,. crowd IIY.OO .was: cheering {not swearing) for the team
single file. Subsection 16, 15/A
playing against my friends, was told to be quiet; fine.
~ Before turning and altering the course of a bicycle, the bicyclist shall
However, his team was then assessed a technical
make sure that movement can be made safely and shall give a signal by foul. A technical foul - on a fan? The list goes on
hand in ~he same manner as hand signals are given by motorists .•.
and on. In the four hours of intramural "basketball"
Subsection 16.24
0 No person shall operate a bicycle at nighttime unless equipped with a
lamp on the front which emits a white light visible from a distance of at
least 500 feet . , • Subsection 16.29/A
0 N.o person shali operate a bicycle at nighttime unless it is equipped on
Editor:
the rear with a red reflector of a type which shali be visible from at least
My usual label this year for your editorial column is
sophomoric, but Kelly Gibbs's February 19 editorial,
300 feet to the rear ... Subsection 16.29/B
0 In approaching or passing a person on a bicycle, every person
"Volunteer Army Needs Help; Draft Could Provide
operating a motor vehicle shall proceed with caution and shall pass such Solution," forces me to change that label to criminal,
bicyclist at a reasonable speed and keep a safe distance from him .•. in
Who is this threat from which we need to feel
no event shall a distance of less than five feet be considered a safe safe? Alexander Haig has made it clear that our plan
distance . • . Subsection 16. 11I A
for Stalinist expansionism is "limited" nuclear war,
0 No person operating a motor vehicle shall harrass or endanger a
probably on European soil - we need no draft to
bicyclist by the movement or maneuvering of his motor vehcile. Sub- drop a bomb. He also has made it clear that drafted
soldiers will be used against third-world nations, such
section 16. 1118
Please, be careful of other people on the road, whether they are as El Salvador and Nicaragua, who refuse to accept
bicyclists or motorists, and then we can look toward better attitudes U.S. domination and exploitation through handbetween the two.
picked puppet governments. We need a draft to

that 1 observed, the pattern repeated itself continually
- Incompetence, indecisiveness, arbitrariness and
just plain ignorance of thi~ beautiful game and the
rules that govern it,
I know there are better referees to be found - I
have competed in better officiated games in New
York City playgrounds. However, the problem lies
with the system that legislates policy for intramural
competition, not the officials specifically.
Basketball games are far too short in this league some over in 35 minutes, including halHime, time
outs, everything. I was made aware by a man in the
~tands that "officials" are allowed to compete in
games during their off-hours, leading to obvious
inequities. Many of the "fantasy" rules appearing in
these games must be legislated policy from .some
"higher-ups,'' whoever they might be. Finally, who
can e~pect 20-year-old immature college students to
make mature judgmental decisions - they can't.
Often, I saw officials lose their temper and make
decisions for vengeance sake as a child would do.
The students at this - the largest institution for
higher learning in New Mexico - are being cheated,
and horribly so. For some, this is the only basketball
they will ever play. I saw some concerted and
competitive efforts on the court that day. Effort is
wasted, however, in a game which no more
resembles real basketball than badmitton resembles
football. Johnson Gym is a nice facility but is badly
utilized for this comic version of the game. My
message to policy makers in intramurals is: Clean up
your act and let the students play basketball as it is
meant to be played. Otherwise, t.urn Johnson
Gymnasium Into a three-ring circus. Send in the
clowns.
David J<. Monroe

U.S. Needs No Draft To Be Free
destroy the freedom-seeking people in the world?
A draft now will only serve to divert our attention
from domestic problems. Ms. Gibbs is worried about
"the poor, the failed and the unfit" in our present
armed forces; well, Reaganomics will only provide us
with more poor, failed, unfit victims whose only
option may well be military service.
If Ms. Gibbs truly is concerned with "our national
pride, integrity," etc., why doesn't she further those
ideals by supporting the freedom that our "free"
nation is determined to squash abroad? Kelly Gibbs's
furthering of military domination rather than of
freedom is what makes her article indeed criminal.
George Hartley Jr.
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A University of New Mexico art
history graudate student is trying to
find a written lanugage from an·
clent South America, A.D. 500,
using a computer,
'''If I find it I'll be famous," Jim
Lenfestey said.
His job is not easy. According to
. Professor Rowe of the University
of California at Berkeley, a
specialist on ancient South
America, there is no written
language from that area at that
time. He says that Lenfestey's
project is a "colossal waste of
time."
The M9che is the group of people
that Lenfestey believes had a
written language. In Christopher B.

Donnan's book, Moche Art of Southern Mexican manuscripts.
Pern, he states, "The Moche has no When it came time to pick a project
writing
system."
Donnan, for his graduate work Lenfestey
professor at the University of picked this one.
California at Los Angeles, is "the
"In the 1930s, a Peruvian arbig one in this fie)c:!,'' Lenfestey
said.
chaeologist named Larcho·Hoyle
suggested that the Moebes had
''If I find the language, it will be inscribed designs on pallare beans,
a worlcl·shattering event," Len· which are a little larger than lima
festey said. "All the other books beans," Lenfestey said.
say that nobody in South America
Lenfestey said several examples
had a written language before the
of these beans were found in llama
Spanish came."
skin bags. He ~aid. the bags were
The Moche civilization is famous delivered by a runner system similar
for their "portrait pots.'' "If to the pony express, using swift
anyone knows about ancient South men instead of ponies.
American. art, they know about
Larche-Hoyle did not offer any
portrait pots," Lenfestey said.
Lenfestey came to UNM to study translations, ius! opinions on the
pre-Columbian art under Dr. findings, Lenfestey said. "The
Elizabeth Smith, a specialist in whole academic community
thought it was unsupported, and it
was. I'm following up on his idea.
He didn't have a computer at his
disposal like we in America do,'' he
said.

Workshop Covers Problems
Encountered in Management
Tuning women in to the world of
management is one of the objectives of a three-evening
workshop op "Women in
Management," said John Warner,
director of the University of New
Mexico Management Development
Ce.nter.
The workshop, which will be held
at the Sheraton Old Town Inn in
Albuquerque March 1, 2 and 4
from 6 to 9:30 p.m., is for
professional women who are either
already in management or are
considering management careers.
The workshop will cover roles,
risks, relationships and results for
practicing as well as potential
women managers.
The section on roles will consider
such concepts as the good manager
versus the ideal woman; how
socialization affects women in
mahagingt ·nnd" the 'myths :and'
realities of the differences between
male and female managers.
Included in the section on risks
will be discussions of the "fear of
success" syndrome; personal versus

many material articles such as
clothing, weapons, domestic
utensils, tools and headdresses.
Lenfestey has assigned numerical
units to each design and a triple
alphabetical symbol 10 each
material article.
"I've collected 2332 different
material items 11nd 1925 basic
designs and variations,'' said
Lenfestey.
By collating which design is
found on what material article and
the scene in which both occur,
Lenfestey hopes t9 find a statistical
relationship. "The computer can
keep track of any relationship and,
hopefully, a meaning for an abstract design can be suggested," he
said.
"The trick now is to do statistics
on it,'' he says. Dr. Lambert
Koopmans, a member of Lenfestey's graduate committee,
provides statistical expertise.

Lenfestey has spent a tremendous
The
Graduate
Student
amount of time compilng a whole Association has funded Lenfestey's
catalogue of possible Moche letters travel expenses to Berkeley, Calif.,
positional power; (lnd 10 questions and designs on the computer, He and Austin, Texas, to do research
gets the initial designs from in art history libraries there. The
regarding being the boss.
Included in the relationships photographs and drawings of UNM .art history department is
funding his t:9mputer tbne through
section will be the art of managing Mocheart.
grants.
The
art
work
contains
much
your boss; learning to sell yourself
The statistics, or record, Len·
and your ideas; understanding the abstract design and is found on
organizational environment you
work in; and teamwork versus the
individual contributor.
The section on results will cover
the difference between supervision
and middle management; the
qualities of leadership; testing
managerial effectiveness; and using
Karen McAlpin
Fletcher has published more than
simulations to ensure success.
30 articles on medical ethic~ and has
The fee for the program is $165,
"The Ethics of Human co-authored two books. He will
which includes all program
materials and refreshments, but not Experimentation" will be the talk to surgeons, internal medicine
psychiatrists,
meals or lodging. A 10 percent subject of a public forum at the specialists,
University
of
New
Mexico
7:30
clergymen,
attorneys
and also
discount is available for any
campus ministries. He is an
organization sending three or more p.m. Thursday.
Dr. John C. Fletcher, bioethicist Episcopal minister and plans to
people.
Warner said expenses incurred from the National Institutes of visit all sponsoring hospitals.
· filr · "Continuin·g management Hcalth,>Will spealoatthe<Kiva"' owo•-· His ·visit·· is .. sponsored .by the.
Fletcher received his doctorate in UNM School of Medicine, Law
education may be deductible if
undertaken to maintain and im· Christian Ethics in 1969 from the School, Veterans Administration
prove professional skills. This Union Theological Seminary in Medical Center, Lovelace Medical
Presbyterian Hospital
includes tuition, travel, meals and New York. He studied one year at Center,
the University of Heidelberg in Center and St. Joseph Hospital.
lodging.
Germany as a Fulbright Scholar.
Admission is free.

festey said, will show what part of a
design is shown in what places.
For example, Lenfestey says,
perhaps a spiral design and a war
scene from an art work may be
related. Lenfestey is looking for the
statistical mode in all these designs
and material articles, ''the most
number of occurences,'' he says.
"They must all be tested for
validity,"
Flora Clancy, Lenfestey's
graduate committee chairman, is
supportive, Lenfestey says. "She's
the first one who ever smiled upon
this project," he says.

· Feyllne Presents

The
Cats

Hospitals To Sponsor Forum
Featuring Famed Bioethicist

Counselor Discusses 'Body Image' of Women
Sandra Boynton
What roles do our bodies play in
our lives? This question will be
addressed at a Brown Bag luncheon
entitled "Body Image" Wednesday
from noon to I p.m. at the
University of New Mexico
Women's Center.
Jane Einhorn, Counselor at the
Albuquerque
Counseling
Cooperative, will be the featured
speaker.
Einhorn has been working with
the issue of body image for the past
six years. After college she began
working with women in assertiveness groups.
"One of the issues that kept
coming up was body image. Fat,
eating and the effects of what your
body looks like in terms of what
happens in the world and how you
operate became my major issues.''
Einhorn said.
Einhorn said she decided to
create a body image workshop. She
said she was hesitant at first
because women's body image issues
were trivialized.
Einhorn said there are negative
feelings toward women's body
image. "Many people put it down,
questioning the importance of the
issue and asking, 'don't you have
anything better to t;llk abourthen
dieting.'"
Einhorn said she was scared
because body image workshops
were not being done. "People
thought l was kidding,'' she said.
"Personally, it scared me
because so much of my worth got
linked to what I looked like. Now
the subject is becoming much more
Well known.'' Einhorn cited the
recent publication of a book on

body image, Fot is a Feminist Issue.
Einhorn said the woman's body
has changed over the years. "It's
gone from the Rubens women who
were pink, round and full to
Marilyn Monroe." She said
Monroe was also full but she had a
child-like face which was acceptable.
"The perfect woman, who is now
Brooke Shields or Cheryl Tiegs, is
as dose to an adolescent body as
possible,'' she said, adding that
these women are unlined, unexperienced, unabundant and unfull.
Einhorn said women who are

,

Einhorn received her M.S. W.
from Arizona State University and
worked five years counseling in a
feminist agency. Her specializations
include individual, relationship,
family, staff and group counseling.

Shutterbug?
Take a look at the latesl in
photography equipment and
teehniques.
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bioenergetics, a theory that for
every experience in the world or
emotional response, there is a
corresponding muscular response.
"We develop our bodies according
to this theory,'' Einhorn said.
Einhorn said Americans are not
in touch with the sensations of their
bodies.
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full, big, powerful, strong and
experienced are. scary in our
culture. "The correct looking
woman is the most vulnerable and
non-threatening, not the woman
that might take over your job," she
said.
One realization Einhorn has
made for herself and with other
women is a transition from
focusing 9n what an individual
looks like and her presentation in
the world to how she feels inside.
Einhorn Works in massage and
teaches at the Massage School in
Santa Fe. She also works with

.....

Tickets
on Sale
at all Giant Tlcketa Outlets•
Seara, both General Stotea,
Wild Weat music downtown
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In Appreciation
To Acme Auto Body & Painting
5200 2nd NW
for an outstanding job at a reasonable price.
From Eric Brown

Arts

Sports

John Haeseler: Learning the Arts
For School and Social Service Jobs

Women's Basketball Risks Streak Tonight Against ENMU

J couldn't do it anymore.

Ray Abeyta and Sandy Garritano

Continued from Thursday.
The last segment of the John
Haeseler interview which ran last
Thursday stated that Haeseler made
his first contact with art and intelligence at the Colorado Community College; it should have been
the Colorado College. Part of the
interview was lost in flipping over
the cassette tape,

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Residence Hall Graduate Assistants
Positions for 1982·83
Responsibilities: Staff Supervision
Management
Counseling
Discipline
Programming
Room and Board
Remuneration:
Tuition Waiver
Stipend· $2200·
$2400/yr.
Apply: Associate Dean of Students
201 La Posada
Application Deadline: March 1,1982

GRADUATE STUDENTS
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John Haeseler Colorado
College, at that point in the sixties,
was a great place to be because they
really did have a "for-real,
legitimate" inte!Jegencia. They
were connected to all sorts of
unusual sources that had nothing to
with the life I was caught up in, I
had a real taste for their ideas and
at the same time they had a taste for
mine, so there was an exchange that
took place between myself and the
people that I would meet there,
Because of them I had a chance
to see a lot of good dance and
theater; they had a real good undergraduate theater department.
1 got to see Pauline Kael,
Eldridge Clever, Angela Davis and
of course Joan Baez, hoards of
people who were all actively involved in all manner of issues. It
was a terrific experience for me, so
different from what was available
to me in high school. In high school
when you would hear someone
talking about something interesting, it would always be in such
a tedious way that any disscussion
would ultimatly be in like manner.
Sandy Garritano - Well, at the
same time yotf'were meeting all of
these interesting people, you gave.
up art.
J.H.- I gave up art at that point
because I was going to gn to this
small junior college that had just
opened and accumulate credits. I
hated that. I hated it almost as
much as I hated high school. The
only good thing about that school
was that you could Smoke in class
and the class scheduling was
staggered, like it is here, and you
had all this extra time on your
. hands. That was OK, but it.wasn't
enough and I ended up dropping
out.
It got to the point again when I
felt this is worthless. I was learning
less than nothing, and being taught
by people who couldn't get jobs in a
real school and I was back in the
same position I was in in high
school. This was different however
because in high school you knew
these people were supposed to teach
at remedial level. In college I expected that somebody would be

o;,yn .,,N

teaching something that was worthwhile.
Now, I did wind up back there. I
eventually got to know some of the
faculty there thatl.had initially held
in contempt, I sat down and talked
to them and got out with an
associate degree.
After that I got into social work.
I spent a year with the El Paso
County Human Services - started
out knowing absolutely nothing
about it. I was vaguely aware of its
existence in the community, but .I
knew nothing of the procedures
involved. It ended up a good year
for me though, I'd worked myself
into a huge caseload and clients
were calling me all the time, 24
hours a day, I mean l enjoyed it up
to a point, but one day I realized
after I'd put in my ninth consecutive twelve-hour day, I decided

Musicologist Taj Mahal will
bring his unique style of performance to UNM's Popejoy Hall
this Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in a
benefit fortheBlackStudent Union
Scholarship Fund,
A musicologist is one who studies
the history of music - a musical
anthropologist. Taj goes beyond

A STUDY

OF -nlE UFE OF ~ESU5 -.-HE MESSIAH
JONIGHr-TUESDA'I EVENING--7!30P.Mlax>M 250 A's
UPSTAl~ IN TJ.\E SU.S.

Stay Tuned for the conclusion of
the John Haeseler Interview
tomorrow.

l

Loaded with poise and confidence, the Lobo women's
basketball team will )lost E.astern
New Mexico at tonight 7 at
University Arena. Coach Doug

call= 842-1025 or
CON·
265-8653
-~ sw
CEP

simply studying music - which he
has done for thirty years - by
blending his own rich heritage of
Mississippi blues, Carribean and
West African rhythms, and
traditional gospel to create a sound
Which can only be categorized as
Taj MahaL Taj describes what he
does as ''keeping the music alive."
The solo performance will consist
of a lecture program entitled
"History Of Black Music," in
conjunction with Black History
Month. The program will feature
illustrations, musical examples and
lecture by Taj, whose wit and style
shoulil combine to make a
fascinating program.
"Music is communication with
people. In West Africa you can see
the levels and the importance of
music in a culture as it pertains to
every aspect of a society. That's
why I find American culture,
especially Afro-American forms
and the American rock scene which
is just an offshoot of that, so ex•
citing," Taj said.
Tickets are $6,50, $7.50 and
$8.50 {$1 discount for UNM, U of
A and TV-I students with ID) attd
art available at all Ticketmaster
locations. For mote information
contact the Black Student Union at
277-4965.

Hoselton's crew will be after their
fourth straight win.
Last Friday, the Lobos took on
NAIA power Adams ~tate and
won, 75-64, as center Yvonne
McKinnon scored 35 points.
McKinnon tied the school record

for most points scored in a game,
which marked the second time this
season that the 6' I" freshman hit
for over 30 points.
"We didn't play too well in the
first half," said Hoselton about his
team that has won seven of their
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.last 10 games. "We played well in
the second half because the team
went out and played the way we
told them to in practice."
UNM held Adams State to 64
points and 30 rebounds which was
30 below the Lady Indian's team
averages. "That win put us over
.500 for the first time since we were
1-0. ·If we can win our last three
games, we would be one win shy of
a UNM record," Hoselton said.
"That would put us in second place
in the conference, which coming
from last year's team thl!t finished
in last place is not bad,"
The ENMU Lady Greyhounds

J

Lobo Bred Bitterman maintains his undef88ted t'flcord by defrllJting Dele Wslters of thB Air Force
Academy 9-4 during ths WAC Championship Ssturdsy. Bitterman is now ~0-1 on the year.

Lobos To Face Athletes in Action
After finishing second in the WAC wrestling
tournament, the Lobo grapplers will take on Athletes
in Action tonight at 7:30 in Johnson Gym, The match
will be a tune-up for this weekend's regional competition at Wyoming.
AlA boasts eight former All-Americans, but will
forfeit the !58-pound match. The Lobo coaching staff
would like to let 158-pounder Kim Merewether wrestle
because "he needs all the work he can get," said UNM
coach Bill Dotson.
The Lobos will take 10 wrestlers to Laramie and
Dotson is hoping that some of the 20 wrestlers who

will qualify for the NCAA's will be Lobos. "I feel that
Tony Tracey (at 142 pounds), Brad Bitterman (167)
and Kevin Jackson (190) have excellent chances of
winning," said Dotson. "Ralph Harrison (126) and
Tim Harris (177) are capable of taking their weight
classes also."
Cal-Poly and Southern Oregon will join the WAC
schools in the competition. The 10 champs and 10
other wrestlers will advance to the NCAA tournament
in Ames, Iowa in March.
The Lobos will leave Thursday and come back from
Laramie on Sunday.

Gymnasts Lose .Arizona .D.uat.M.e.et
balance beam, 9.25 on the uneven competing after having been hurt
bars and an 8.65 in vaulting.
during their last meet.
After a four-week layoff the
"1 am absolutely pleased with
"She is one of the finest comLobo women's gymnastics team our team's performance even
petitors
I've ever seen,'' Cagle said
lost to Arizona 140-138.9 Friday though we lost," Cagle said. "The
"She knows how to
abont
Riser.
girls showed incredible fortitude
night.
UNM lost despite Lisa Fuller's and our team is really coming exceU and she experienced no
trouble with her arm." Riser had
win in the all-around event when along."
suffered
a muscle irritation.
Three
other
Lobo
all-arounders
she scored 35.05 points. "lt was my
best meet in the all-around," Fuller also competed. Chris Riser had a
The other gymnast who came
said. "I hit everything except for score of 34. 75, Tracy Kwiattkowski back after being injured was
the beam."
scored 34.20 and Terry Bertoncin Natasha Strclkoff, who had
Fuller's scores included an 8.95 had 33.70.
developed knee splits. Strelkoff
on the floor excercise, 8.65 on the
Riser was one of two Lobns scored an 8.6 on the uneven bars
and and an 8.85 in the floor excercise.
"I was totally pleased," Cagle
said about Strelkoff. "She did a
very nice job on the floor, She
really put her heart into it.''
Field (doubleheader).

are 16-8 on the year and are in the
same conference with Adams State,
Eastern's only district loss was
against Adams State by 15 points.
"They like to run and since they are
small they must be quick," said
Hoselton.
Six-foot center Barbara Nuckols
is the team's leading scorer at a 14.5
clip. Albuquerque High graduate
Donna Corley leads the team in
rebounds and assists.
The 13-12 Lobos wilt have the
same starters as they've used in the
last few outings. Sheri Moore and
Muff Reinert will join McKinnon
inside with Lori McConnell and
Alison Foote outside.

Information Meeting
for All Students Interested
in learning about the

UNM
SUMMER SESSIONS
IN SPAIN AND
MEXICO
meet faculty program directors

Wednesday, Feb. 24
7:30pm
International Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
For rnorc details contact International
l'rograrns and Services, 1717 Romu NE,
277-4032.

Nick Greenwalt
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This Week in Sports at UNM
TUESDAY
February23

Marcos Martinez
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One day I went into work and I
literally could not see over my desk
for all the case files that had been
left on my desk from the night
before.
I really .learned a lot about the
workings of bureaucracies at that
job. You get a lot of stuff dumped
on you, but if you learn the ropes, it
puts you in the position to dump it
back. At the time in 1972, there
were all these restrictions on
receiving welfare. The restrictions
would be instituted. one day and
amended the next, so that you never
knew how to fill out the forms. The
forms would be going back and
fourth for refiling in the office and
in the meantime the clients were
going without their benefits. I
learned all about that, but the
reason it was a good experience was
because of the people I'd worked
with, everybody from day-care, to
the elderly and disabled. I really
learned to respect these people
while at the same time developing a
hostility for the system we were
supposed to work in,
From that I went back to school,
finished my undergraduate degree,
took a year off to look for more
social work. I wound up working
for the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society, which l'm convinced is a
very well-run organization.
1 got back into art, when the
M.S. job ran out. I was doing
clerking and stocking for a friend
of my mother who ran a wholesale
arts and crafts place. It dealt in
things like resin grapes and doily
dolls. Aside from regular duties I
was also teaching people how to do
crafts, which was always sort oT a
siitch because they were all such
non-things to do. You had to be
really inept not to be able to do
them. It was a funny situation
because I never took anything they
did seriously, but it gave me access
to materials to do my own things.
At that time all of my close
friends had also decided that they
wanted to be artists again and they
were all urging me on and
recommended that I go to San
Francisco .

Taj Mahal To Lecture Here

or L.a-olam

WE

Steve King

Women's llaskelball: UNM

liS.

Eastern New

Me~tico, 7:JO.p.m.,

Unl"ersity Arena..
Wrestling: UNM vs. Athletes .in Aciion, 7:30p.m.,
Johnson Gym.
Sklitig: UNM ai NCAA and AIAW Western
Championships in Bouldcr1 Colorado.
I able T'nnis Doubla: Entries due for this men's
il.nd women's intramural event in room :Uo, Johnson

Gym.

Penring: Entries doe for this men's and women's

initamurol event in room 230, Johnson Oym.
THURSDAY

Februar)'2:5
Table 'r~nnls Doublts: Meeting for participants ln
this men's and women's Intramural event at 4 p.m.,
rootn1S4, Johnson Gym.
Ftru:ing: Meeting for participants in this men's and
wotnt'n'.s Intramural c:'o'cnt .at 4 p.m., room 1!54.
JohnsOn Gym.

Table T~nni:r Doubles: tmramutal c\'Cttt begins.
SUNDAY
Fcbruary28

Womm's Golf: UNM at Lady Spartan tournament
in Morttc:tcy, Callrornia.
w·omen•s Softball; UNM ::tl New Mc:,.lco State
(doubletleader).
Men's 'Tennis: UNM Y.!i. AritonaStatc,l:30p.m.,
Lt>bo Tennis Complex.

M 0 N D A Y
Februa;y29
Fencing: lnltamutal event begins.
INFORMAT-ION
lntramurals~2n.SISJ 1 .iohrtson Gym roori1230.
Tlc:kefst 277·2116, SE: corner·ofUniversity Arena.

FRIDAY

Linda Martin, who Cagle said is
an expert on the balance beam,
scored a 7.5 in the event. Friday
was Martin's second weekend with
the Lobos, with her only previous
experience coming when UNM
competed in Colorado at the end of
January.
"I think she is a consistent
performer and a tremendous
competitor," Cagle said. "She is
consistent and clean in her events."

SOUL
OF THE
POLISH
PEOPLE
IN SONG

& DANCE

~

February26

GyninastiG: UNM's men and womens team wilt
compete in the in Souttlwest CUp at AriZona State.
Women's Oolj.· UNM at Lady Spartan tournament
lh MoniertCY 1 California.
Men's Tennis: tJNM vs. Ttllas Tecll, 1:30 p.m·.,
Lobo Tenni!·Complek.
_
Men's Saskttba/1: UNM at Nevada-las Vcaas,
9;00 p.m MST~ Las Vea:J.SConventlon Center,
JJastball: UNM YJ. ColoradO State, I p.m.1 lobo
Fleld (doUbleheader),

' ' LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • G~E RIO • MAT
GI,'IAT • DAT •. OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA· TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

SATURDAY
February27
Women's G)ntna.rtlcs.' UNM vs. Denver
UiliversitYr 7:30 p,m,, Ca_riiSie Oym.
Womrn 's Tennis: UNM at New Me:dco Milllary
institute In Roswell.
Womtn 's Oof/: UNM at U.dy Si!ilrtan tournament

SUNDAY, FEBRUAR
8:15p.m.
TICKETS: $18, $16,.
ASUNM/GSA STUDENTS ~
FOR DETAILS TELEPHONE

~-ftMPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENtER

Test Preparation .SpecialiSts
Since 1938

Fot in!o~matloi?, Ple-ese Cct11:

__ .,295-2524

In Monterey, CalirorOili.
Wom~ •,; &/thall.' UNM optni season at New
Me~ticO Statt {doubleheader).
Mt!ri't Tennis: UNM vs, New Mexico State, 1:30
J'.tri._, Lobo Tennis-Complex.
Wrestllnet UNM a.l NCAA ttglonBI tnetl In
-La_ramle, Wydmlng.
Men's IJaskttball: UNM a1 Air Force, 7!~0 p.m.
Bateball: LINM vs. Colorado State, I p.m •• Lobo

...

MCAT/DAT
classes start
February 27th

ENROLL NOW

•

The Southwest's Center for the Am

•

'l
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~'RENCUMEN llO IT pe(!er. aye-by~ Pierre. You,
do it best in Japan. Brother·ln-law.
2/23
SKYDIVING JUMP CLASS! This weekend. Oet
details at club meeting. WedQesday, February 24,
8:00pm, Rrn231A SUB. Find out what you'r~
missing.
2124
t:XTJtA MONEY! are. aureaucracy and
orgal)iZatilms short changing you of your money's
wort.h7 Order "Beat the Bureau,racy" and regain
source of your hard earned money, control and
respect. Send $6.95 to: Build and Harvest, J.arry G.
Walsh, P.O. Box 1497, Sterling, Colo. 80751. 3/J
Ctn;t;llLEAilER/STUNTMAN TRYOUTS! Pick
up applications in Student Activities Center, Room
106, NM Union Building. Applications due March
J2, Clinic starts March 22. Tryouts April 1 and 2.
Call277-4706 for further Information.
3/12

Classified
Advertising
1. Personals
SPIUN(; IIIU:AK RAf"r trip! Get solli~ sun und
lmv~ ~omc fuu . .Murch 15·30 !llg llend National
Pmk. All food, trnmportation anu equipmem from
Albuquerque $275.00, llob 345-4032 or 883·1459 for
fnrthcr mfmrnntton.
3!2
PASSI'OIIl', l,ll, I.'IIOTOS 2 for $4.00! l.owcst
price\ in town! l'u~t. pleasing, short w~l~ from
l:NM. ( ull 2f>l-2444 or •m• to 123 Wellesley S.IJ.
bctw~cn Girard nnd Carli1lc, corner of Sil•er.
llout~: 10·6 weekdays, Saturday 9·5.
tfn
Jil"iEST SHECTION Of' uruque nnd traditional
g"l<l wcddill!t 1el\. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
t.Ylll
5/ I
:AnuvHh INt"OilMATION AIIOl'T c()n·
trHu.'ptwu. ~lcrilit.atinn • .abortion. Right 10 Choo!ie.

294·0171
tfn
I'I!I·.GNAN('\' lEST lNG ,"~; C'OliNSEI.ING, Phone
247 11819
tfn
('l)'i IAClS·I'OI,I!'iliiNG, SOI.l'TIONS Casey
Opt""' cumpnny on Lomas jull west or
wa,lnngtutl
tfn
\\ ~: UOT UIS11UIIl"lOJtS. Prescription eyeglass
fr.unc •. llreell~'<ldl Vrllage {Lennon Styles), gold
rnulc'•'· $<4. ~o {rc~ulitr S(•5.0<)J, l'a)' I m Optici~ns,
<iKI' M~nilul Nl· , ''""~'from lallelle1.
lfn
O..,J,y· $Z,J~. TWO fann-fte•h <8$'• two homemade
dl~mr.-ill :tc~ 'am.1g~ pattrc,, two 1lices of toa11, free
J(r~~·u d1ih Open " a.m. Morning Glory Cafe.
1 ••rncr nl liltanl, t'cntr:ll un!l Monte V1stn 268·
711~0
tfn
S5 lll'YS IIESl 'I'll' of 1he 11eek. Oaily Lobo will
l'"' $~ lur the bell new' Ill' we rccci•e c>cry week.

2. Lost & Found

Soun;es can remain <onfidcntial, but Editor must
hl)ve yp~r name to pay winner. 277·5656, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
ENTII\ISIASTIC WOM~:N SOCCEil players
needed for Albuquerque team. Experience in soccer
or other sports preferred. Information call 268·7064
or 277·2583.
2/.26
.CAI.VIN Kt.t:IN .JEANS only $35. Indian Wrap
~kirts $7.99. Indian Tops $6.99. All sweaters
drastiC!tlly reduced nt More Than llng$, 101 Cornell
S.E., nerml from UNM.
2126
I'ARKING Sl'AC•:s JUST west of Uni\', $10/mo.,
842·5489.
2124
MCAT, UAT llt:VIt:W in Physics, Biology, General
UJCmi~try, Organic, sponsored bY Pre-Med Club
members $30.()0, Non·members $45.00. For more
information cull277·6565 or come by SUI124·D.
3/12
MONEY fOR Nt:XT Vall. We can help, Southwest
Schalnrshi(l Service, 1'.0. Uox 14805, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87191.
3/3
WIIAT Allt; YOU llOING Saturday Nlght1
('ompare Unlimited, n compuleriTed people mat·
ching .mvke, " just starting it! )lcrson to person
frlcnd~hip introduction service here in Albuquerque,
Tlu< is a new opportunity to make 11 real difference
in how you spend your Saturday (or any) evening,
Our 1y1tcm is unique, unlike any other "D!Iting
Serv1ce," nnu is com(1letc1Y confidential. For ap)11ication and l'I!EE information, write: COMPARE
UNLJMlT!'D, P.0. II ox 25643, Albuquerque, NM
~7Ji~.
3/2
N•;w Mt.XIC'O l'NION Food Se~ice Trade Books.
Buy S2S.OO worth of food for $21.25. A sa~ingS -;~f
IS percent. Books u'ailable at N.M. Union Mer·
cado.
2124

LOST: BLUE NYLON wallet near Johnson. Gym.
Reward. Brian, 256-7060. Message, 277.5431. 2/24
FOUNil: BROWN LEATHilR wallet, . 2·22·82,
Pelonging to Joseph ~ay H~.rnFcc~. claim in Roprn
131 Marron Hall.
3/1
FOUND AT LOBO same, Fe~. 18, binocQ!ar
eyepiece. Claim l!m, 131, Marron Hall,
2/26
I,OST LAI>It:S DIAMOND ring, Mitchell Hall
area, 298·8026, reward,
2/24
I.OSTr TAN MID length leather jacket in Johnson
Pool. 268·5963.
2/23
FOUNil:SMALL NOTEBOOK and ealander dale
book bch>nging to Jose Albino Lucero. Claim in
Room Ill M!lrron Hall.
2/23
C.I.AIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Camp~s Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GIJITAR LESSONS, INSTRUM~NTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265.3315.
tfn
PROF.E!iSIONAI, TVI'ING BV English/MA editor,
Vast .experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266·95~0.
3/1
IIO~U: TYPING·IllliTING service. Retired English
professor. Spelling, gram mer confidentiality assured.
292·343 L

3/S

TYP.ING JDM SELECTJtiC 255·3337.
3/31
TYI'ING FROM TilE Word Co. We use a word
processor for quick turnaround time and accurate
chnnscs. C'all 247•2326.
2126
G\JIJ'Ail INSTilUCTOR, CLASSICAl., other
st~les. 867·3158.
2126
TYPING- Tllt:SIS, mss~;RTA'rJONS, Reports,
Letters, Statistical, etc. CaiiAnnita 299-3781. 2/26
IJR\' CI.EANING AT economy prices, SI.OO per lb.
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central SE. Open 7·11. Next
dour to Ua\kln·llobblas Ice Cream.
2/26
f'AST, ACCURATE. AI.L Typing. includes
corrections, spelling, grammar, punctuation.
TypArt. 105 Stanford, SE. 262·1865.
2/26
·--lfl!lllll---~~--------~,

I JQPilU
~~d/1. ~.- .S~ECIAL,
f,..

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

:
1

CITY \\

2 slices cheese
& small drink .

I
•I
:I

1
$1.25 plus ta)(
II
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~-2-28 _._
·I
L l2711nrvardSE
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TYPING.

PRQ.'l'~SIONAL

QIJALITV Typeright.
3/1
PROFESSIONAl. 'r\'PING. REASONABLE
Ext~nsivc secretarial expcrierwe. IBM Selectric Jll,
299-62$6 .or 299-2676.
2/26
Tflll UNM I.AW Schoo) Clinical l,aw Program
offers legal services for students and staff, furnished
by qualified Jaw students under faculty supervision.
Availablli.IY is limited to lhose whose assets and
incPmc do not exceed established guidelines ..$).00
registration fee. Call 277·5265 for information and
an appointment.
2/23
TVPING • FAST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
Casseue Transcription, 247·25a3,
3/26
HOUSECLEANING SERVICE, WEEKLY or
monthly. Excellent references. LEA 268•3894. 2/26
ACUI.EX FOR ALL word processing needs: thesis,
dissertations, resumes, 831·3181.
U26
TVPING·PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pr<)nto at
Kini<;o/ProtliO: TLC at no extrn charg~. We will
edit, KIP, 2312 Central SE, acn>ss Central fr<)m
Popejoy Hall.
tfn
265·~203.

4, Housing
THE CITADEL·SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
co~ples, no pet$. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
IIOUSES!Tit:ll; ! AM loo~ing for an apartment or
house .t<:l housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
dwork. Catherine, 242·7228,
tfn
··on RENT: EFt'ICIENCY Apartment, $120; I
Bedroom, $ISO. Swimming Pool, beauiiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM nnd TVI. 131) Wellesley
S.E. 256·7748.
2/2S
TWO BLOCKS F.~OM UN.M large one bedro<)m
modern and clean. Cable TV, no pets, utilities paid.
S21S 206 Princeton S.E. 266·1021.
212)
UOOMIIfATE WANTED. COUI'LE preferred.
Private bath, private study, large yard. $125 single
SI87.SO couple, 843·6439 evenings.
2123
WANTEil NONSMOKING WOMAN to share
beautiful house with large backyard, Pets ok.
$158.33 plus one third utilities, 266-4669.
2123
llOOMMATE WANTED: MALt: or female, non·
smoking, serious student for quiet household near
university. 266·.2467.
2/23
COTIONWOOIJ COMPOUND APAI!TMENTS,
Newly rcmodoled I bdrm. $169; 2 bdrm. $189. 206
Mescalero N.W. (one half mile north of Candelaria;
near 2nd) Academic Scholarships available. No
animals, 255·2221 or 345-44.10.
2/23
SHARE )II\' UO.ME. ~corn and board. Large yard.
Predcr graduate female. Rio Grande Blvd., 243·
4918.
2124
ROOMMAn; NEEIH:D FOR 3 bedroom house.
San Mateo lltid Candelaria. 883·7303.
2/24
ROOMMATE WANTEIJ • TIIR.:E bedroom house,
freplace, garage, large fenced yard, Sl32fmonth, 'IJ
utilities. Jane, 296-1840, after6.
2/24
ROOMMATE: TO SHARE house in SE Heights off
Dartmouth. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, W/0, 1'/P, garden
space, BBQ. 5150/mo. plus •;, ulilllies, 266·0485 or
217-2505 days: David.
2125
TWO .DEUROOM AI'ARTMt:NT in 4-plex, near
Carlisle and Candclerla, carpet, drapes, laundry,
storage, §210. 888·3000.
2125
LlJXllR\' TOWNHOUSE 3 blocks to UNM,. 1800
sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2~'> baths, earthtone carpel,
intercom, jacuzzi and double garage. SSOO/mo, $250
DO, plus utilities. Hertzmark·Patnegg l!eally, 883·
l eve.,
176.
2/26

a Very Special Event
Weekend Ski Trips:

Come Hear

Crested Bulle. Purgatory, Teltuude

Day Ski Trips:
Taos ($30'). Santa Fe(S22 'I
' Includes Bus and Ltlt

Nick Pappis

CALL 881·7832

}'OR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartment, 1.410 Girard
N.ll., $! 85/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnished·s~curitY Jocks and laundry
facilities. No chil<!ren or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392,
tfn
FEMALE ~OOMMATE WANTED to share fur.
nished two-bedroom home near Zuni/_San .Mateo.
~houJ<! be neat, responsible, non-smoker. $170
includes rent and utilities, 268·5208.
2/26
FOR RENT: THREE blocks from campus. 305 II<
316 Princeton S.E. Studios - $165, ! bedroom •
$185. Adults. only. The Anagoostelis Co •. 256·!086,
Barbara,
·
2126
FURNISIIEil ROOM ANI> delicious food available
in a quiet atmosphere near campus for serious
female students. only $21 O/mo. Parking available.
Call 842·9052.
2/26
ROOMMATE, MATUilE Ft:MAL£ to share two
bedroom apartment three blocks from campus,
$125/mo .. one half utilities, 266·8384,
3/1
MALE ROOMMAl'E NEEDJ>U, furnished NE
Heights House, 294·0111.
3/2

5. For Sale
WE DOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
fram~s. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54,50 regular S6s.oo. Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menual N.E. across from LaBe.lles.
trn
IOSPU PANASONIC, LIKE new, 25" frame Sl20
or offer, 843·~071 after 6:00pm.
3/1
MOTORCVCU:>MOTOGUZZI 1978 IOOOsp. 6,900
miles. 277-3520, 8:30·5: 294·5631 evenings and
weekends.
3/1
TYP~:WRITERS: ONE MANUAL, one electric, $50
each. 293·0875,
2124

6. Employment
MARRIEJ> COUPI.E WITHOUT children to
mannge 22 unit apartment complex near univetslty,
Ap<!rtment plus salary. Apply at 1116 Pennsylva11ia
NE, Albuquerque, S7110,
2/26
APPI.ICATIONS ARE NOW being taken fot
positions at the Girl Sco~t Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mountains. Needed are: nurse, riding st~ff,
counselors, handyman ~nd kitchen ~ides. Call 24J.
9581 for more Information.
3/12
WANn;n FEMAU: VOCALIST countrycro~so~cr.
Must play instrumem. Experience
necessary, willing tl! travel pan time working bank.
Caii296-S578 nile 294·8726.
2/23
EAilN $20·530 RAISING funds for ACOJtN this
Saturday. C'all247·9792 from 9!00·3:00.
315

7. Travel
SPRI'I,/G llllt:AK RA•T trip! Get some sun and
have some fun. March 15·20, llig llcrld National
Park.''" food , transportation and equipment from
Albuquerque S27S.OO. Call Bob 345·4032 or 883·
1459 for further Information.
3'2

8. Miscellaneous
WOMt:N ATIIU:TES: TR\' soccer! Fmt, second
di~i1ion team~ want players. 265·1470, keep trying.
2123

9. Las Noticias
GA Y-I.F.SIIIAN Snmt:NT union Tuesday 2·24
7:30pm SUB 2SOA.
2123
SUD t:Nn:nTAINMENT .IS searching for student
talent. Competition starts Feb, 24 in the SUB
lounge, Noontime entettainmenl from 12:00·1:00.
Auditions will run until April 21. Winners receive
cash prizes.
2/24
SllNllAY, n:B. 28, 6·9:00pm. Reception featuring
Mystical Cultural Arl will be exhibited in the Casa
del SQI, SUD lower level. Presentations and lectures
by atllsts, Aztec dancers. free adn1ission.
2126
''I.OS PINTOS" PRISON Art Show la!l week on
display at ASA Gallery. Basement SUD thru friday,
2126, hours 11·4, .M•F. .. . ..
2126
WAli!Tt:JJ: AN APPU; computer DiSk II Drive,
Call SSJ-3000 or 821•7770. Ask for Larry Stroup.
3/l

and

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

REALIZE
YOUR
DESTINY
• How to fulfill your goals

Nick Pappis
International Speaker
• How to reach your true
potential
Regulal'ly tours University
campuses thl'oughout the
• Keys to absolute success U.S., Argentina, Brazil,
Venezuela, Mexico,
and England .

Nick will be speaking.....

~t===;:::=::::========:;:jl806 Siglba ChiNE

MARANATHA
CHRISTIAN
C ENTER

7pm Nightly
For rides and
additional information
caU 247·9999

ACROSS
4 Vendition
1 Knock
5 Beverage
4 Coarse homi- 6 Pronoun
ny
7 Flower part
8 Mexican coin 8 Edible seed
12 Mature
9 Printer's
13 Toward shel•
measure
ter
10 Location
14 Send forth
11 Auricular
15 Tip over
16 Fruit seed
17 Beverage
18 Latin con19 Scale note
junction
20 Cobbler
21 Glass con21- and ball
tainers
22 Dry,as wine 22Cry
23 Barracuda
23 Resorts
25 The sun
24 Beyond
26 Behold!
25 Drunkard
27 Equality
26 Olrected
28 Decay
28 Beam
29 Ledger entry 29 Scottish river
32 While
30 Roman road
33 Fought
31 Hurl
35 Preposition 33 Prohibit
36 Wander
34 Illuminated
38 Falsehood
37 Tear
39 Footllke part
40 Preposition
41 Gush
42 Planet

43 Lick
45 Existed

46 Distant
47 Near
48 Jewel
49 Cardboard
box
52 Reject
54 God of love
56 Belore
57 Dlllseed
58 Clan
59 condensed
moisture
DOWN
1 Rodeht
2 Time gone by
3 Condiment

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

39 Separated

48 Obtained

41 Man's name 49 Policeman:
42 Deface
Slang
43 Volcanic
50 Native metal
emanation
51 Recent
44 Solar disk
45 Pronoun
46 Swift

53 Tellurium
symbol
55 Seale note

